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The Netherlands is a country of cyclists. 

The number of cyclists is still growing; both 

in number and in diversity. For instance, 

consider the explosive increase in the use 

of speedy electric bikes. It is becoming 

increasingly familiar as an alternative to 

the ordinary bicycle or other modes of 

transport. But recreational cycle racing 

is also very much on the up. This sort of 

growth demands a focus on safety.



HOW DO YOU MAKE SURE THAT A CYCLE PATH IS SAFE?

Each year, people in the Netherlands ride more than 15 billion kilometres 
by bicycle. It is clear that cyclists play an important part in traffic flows. You 
can increase the security of this group of vulnerable road users by making 
sure that the road network is configured appropriately. Cycle paths are 
important resources in that respect. Alas, not all road situations offer space 
for a segregated cycle lane. Separate, yet unsegregated lanes are an excellent 
alternative. An unsegregated cycle lane can be recognised from its different 
colour to the main carriageway. The colour clearly delineates the cycle path.

TRACK LINE TYREGRIP

It is not just the colour of an unsegregated 
cycle track that distinguishes it from the 
main carriageway. Although it must be clearly 
visible, it is important that it is also rough 
and skid resistant. A skid-resistant surface 
improves traction and reduces stopping 
distance. And that is nothing short of a 
benefit to all road users. Track Line Tyregrip is 
the best way of improving the standard and, 

Would you like to find out how the 
innovative composition of Track Line 
Tyregrip improves road safety?  
Visit our website  
www.trackline.nl/tyregrip  
for more information.

consequently, the safety of unsegregated 
cycle tracks. Track Line Tyregrip is a high-
quality coating that goes further than just 
giving unsegregated cycle lanes a different 
colour. The innovative composition of Track 
Line Tyregrip delivers a skid-resistant, thus 
safe road surface, regardless of the weather 
conditions. Cyclists feel safer thanks to 
Track Line Tyregrip.

A SAFE
CYCLE PATH

WITH TRACK LINE
TYREGRIP



THE BENEFITS OF 
TRACK LINE TYREGRIP

LONG SERVICE LIFE

Track Line Tyregrip is a durable coating with a long service 
life. The coating is resistant to intensive use. And the 
effects of traffic abrading the road surface at roundabouts, 
for instance, are negligible. Track Line Tyregrip retains its 
colour throughout its service life, thus remaining highly 
visible to all road users. The coating also retains its  
anti-skid properties. So the cycle lane will continue to be 
safe for years to come.

SEAMLESS FINISH ENSURES SAFETY

The Track Line Tyregrip coating is applied as a topping 
for new or existing asphalt. The use of a coating means 
that a seamless transition from main carriageway to 
unsegregated cycle lane can be created. This way you can 
prevent hazardous situations. With Track Line Tyregrip, you 
can be sure of a sleek, safe and seamless cycle lane without 
asphalt fatigue or crocodile cracking.

LITTLE DISRUPTION TO TRAFFIC

It does not take long to lay a course of Track Line 
Tyregrip. This means that cyclists will be able to 
resume using the cycle path and that the road 
will soon be accessible to traffic again.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

The Track Line Tyregrip coatings are available 
in various colours. It is even possible to add 
designs such as logos. The fields of application 
for Track Line Tyregrip are endless: from laying 
a wearing course on a concrete bridge surface 
to solutions in the recreational sector.
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You can do cyclists a favour by using Track Line Tyregrip.
They will be cycling on a: 

  clearly indicated lane demarcated by colour;
  surface that is rough and skid-resistant in all weather 

conditions. Cyclists are able to respond to situations 
better when they have a shorter stopping distance.

Cycling on Track Line Tyregrip is both comfortable and safe.

A SHORTER STOPPING DISTANCE WITH TRACK LINE TYREGRIP

*  Research shows that the stopping distance with Track Line Tyregrip at a speed of 25 km per hour 
is 15% shorter than on a ‘traditional’ cycle path. Even where the road surface is wet.

Stopping distance with Track Line Tyregrip*

Stopping distance on 
a ‘traditional’ cycle path

TREAT CYCLISTS TO  
TRACK LINE TYREGRIP



road marking

CONTACT

Would you like to know what Track Line Tyregrip can do for you? Feel free to contact 
us. You can reach us on +31 (0)345 523 893. We would be happy to advise you. 

Track Line B.V. is specialised in the application of road markings and road surface 
coatings. For more information, see www.trackline.nl.

SPECIALISTS IN THE FIELD OF:

>   applying road markings

>   applying road-surface coatings

>   reflectivity measurements

>   removal of road markings

>    roughening and cleaning surface texture  
of road surfaces

>    roughening and cleaning surface texture  
of runways
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